
Providing Customer Service 
as an Extension of Your Staff

ApprioHealth experts are specially 
trained in the complexities of 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and 
Social Security Disability Income (SSDI). 

We provide expert assistance and 
guidance to patients, improving first 
time approvals.

Our Disability Specialists 
Compassionatly Manage All 
Aspects of a Case 

Proactively work with patient 
throughout the application process

Contact patient within 24 hours of 
receiving case

Assemble all necessary documentation 
required for submission

Help patient complete online disability 
application 

Work with disability determination 
offices using their language to ensure 
quick claims processing

Schedule and participate in the 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
interview with patient 

We Take Disability to Heart.
ApprioHealth has the people, technology and 
processes to manage your disability cases, 
navigating the complex regulations to get results 
that add to your bottom line.

Transforming Disability 
Enrollment into a  
Positive Experience 
ApprioHealth assists in identifying and representing your 
potentially disabled patients. Upon identification, our team will 
guide them through the complex and complicated disability 
application process, and if required, represent them throughout 
any related appeals. We work on your behalf to help your 
patients receive the benefits for which they are eligible, which in 
turn, positively impacts your accounts receivable. 

Our team of disability specialists, attorneys, paralegals and 
clinical professionals provide compassionate customer service 
coupled with deep subject matter expertise. Our team has 
helped countless patients and their families secure these 
potentially life-changing benefits. 

Compassionately Delivering Positive 
Patient Experiences
Our disability specialists navigate the complex Social Security 
Administration (SSA) disability programs to include the collection 
of all necessary medical information. Assembling the proper 
information and correctly completing the application per SSA 
guidelines is critical to achieving a high approval rate for our 
patients. This high level of collaboration and preparedness 
ensures a positive patient experience. 

The ApprioHealth team has decades of experience resulting  
in industry-leading first-time approval rates, thus avoiding  
time-consuming and intrusive appeals hearings.  

ApprioHealth RevQuest™ Disability Services



Disability is a key component of the ApprioHealth 
RevQuest™ suite of services that supports our 
partners in critical aspects of the revenue cycle 
continuum. Our clients can opt to purchase the 
RevQuest™ Disability service as a standalone 
offering, or as part of the comprehensive and fully 
integrated suite. 

RevQuest™ Disability will translate into more 
approvals, more rapidly and more efficiently.

Compassion and a positive patient experience are the cornerstone of our service. Our team goes above and beyond 
in advocating for the chronically and terminally ill and patients who desperately need advocates.
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LET’S WORK TOGETHER 
To learn more about ApprioHealth’s solutions, visit appriohealth.com.

Contact us today to learn how we work in partnership with you to help you operate efficiently and effectively. 

PEACE OF MIND ADVOCACY EXTENSION OF YOUR REACH

Our subject matter experts (SMEs) manage the 
complexities of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) 
and Social Security Disability Income (SSDI) with ease, 
including the information collection process as well 
as the hearings associated with appeals. We build 
lasting relationships with your patients in order to work 
effectively on their behalf.

Our team will take the time to treat each patient’s needs 
caringly, privately and professionally, resolving any of their 
concerns about the process. Our reporting ensures that 
you remain informed of each application and where it is 
throughout the approval process.

APPRIOHEALTH.COM

ApprioHealth has served the private healthcare industry as well as federal health agencies 
for more than 20 years. Our support to federal agencies – such as the Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (CMS), the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Defense Health 
Agency (DHA), the National Disaster Medical System (NDMS) – places us in a unique position to 
help you better understand federal disability requirements processes, regulations and changes.
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